Abstract

The time lag between needs assessment and implementation of faculty development curricula assumes a certain stability of participants' individual and contextual needs which may not reflect the often complex and shifting priorities in health professional schools. In addition to the variability of issues they face, participants are typically better able to recognize and articulate their needs once engaged in a curriculum.

This article is a conceptual description of how applying an umbrella strategy to curriculum design illuminated an iterative methodology for continuous adaptation of the 2004–2006 University of Toronto Education Scholars Program in real time to the emergent needs of participants and their context. The general goals or umbrella for the core curriculum were determined by a broad-based environmental scan. In keeping with a learner-centered collaborative program, a number of process strategies were developed to solicit input from participants during the two years of the program. These included creating a dialogue space, use of class and program evaluations, modified Delphi needs assessments, and opinion leader interviews. Adaptation of curriculum was enabled by protection of curriculum time and flexibility of course leadership. The application of strategy theory to curriculum design has not been previously described. This iterative approach enabled course leadership to successfully identify multiple unperceived issues to address. With this unique and cyclical process, curricular relevance and timeliness are ensured as well as enhancing participant motivation and engagement, consistent with adult learning principles. This methodology should be considered by course directors of all continuing professional development programs.


A needs assessment or situational analysis is typically recommended as the foundation of any curriculum development process. Steinert et al. in their Best Evidence Medical Education review of faculty development programs in teaching, advise that the goals and objectives of these programs must address the local context and continually adapt in response to institutional priorities and needs in order to be effective for educational change. These notions are aligned with adult learning principles that promote the need for curricula to be relevant and timely to the individual practitioner as well as to the practitioner’s context.

The typical time lag between needs assessment and implementation of related faculty development curricula assumes a certain stability of individual and contextual needs. Typically, a cross-sectional needs assessment is followed by program development and implementation of new curricula. However, institutional priorities can shift during the development and implementation period as health professional schools respond to external pressures, distributed campuses, changes in health care delivery, and interest in curricular improvement and innovation. Once the program is being implemented, any new needs that have emerged during this time lag are often not addressed, regardless of how relevant or important they may be. From a participant perspective, Skeff et al. have also noted that individuals often do not fully appreciate their faculty development needs until they have been exposed to the subject area. Similarly, until participants learn a language of practice, their thoughts about perceived needs in education can be constrained.

Precurriculum needs assessments can therefore be limited in their ability to tap into what may ultimately feel relevant once the course is underway. These issues greatly challenge faculty developers to be able to provide relevant and responsive curricula for the individuals and their contexts in real time.

Strategy in Curriculum Development

Similar to strategic management of organizations, curriculum development involves a process of defining directions and decision making about how these directions can be realized. Mintzberg describes strategy as a pattern of actions that are consistent over time that may or may not be preceded by decisions. The term strategy is used to describe either an intention that is formulated intentionally (deliberate strategy) or an outcome that emerges so that flexibility and learning can be constrained. A purely deliberate strategy precludes learning once the strategy is formulated, whereas emergent strategy fosters learning. Thought and action are often not separated in time, and strategies can emerge from feedback as action informs thought through learning. In practice, all strategy making involves some degree of deliberation and emergence so that flexibility and learning are coupled with some control.
Traditional planning in health professional faculty development tends toward deliberate strategy, focusing on the program meeting the needs of individuals within a context.9 Strategy is outlined and implemented to achieve certain outcomes with little adjustment once initiated. Deliberate efforts to identify emergent needs of individuals and their context in order to adapt curricular position or perspective are rarely described.10,11 Strategic visioning is a deliberate process that addresses the philosophy and goals of a program. Once a program is underway, emergent processes can be encouraged if feedback is provided to inform and instruct. These could include strategic venturing in the development of new content, methods, or innovations and strategic learning from the emergence of new paradigms, philosophies, or goals.

An umbrella strategy is a mixed approach that encourages emergence within certain boundaries.12 Such a blend is useful in situations that require great expertise as well as creativity so that implementers are also designers who can use their knowledge of the situation at hand and their technical expertise to adapt the program in progress. General guidelines or boundaries for direction, which are broad in outline and not specific in detail, are defined. These boundaries are usually defined within a strategic vision that is flexible in scope so that venturing and learning can occur. This intentionally creates conditions under which input, learning, and experimentation can facilitate and inform adaptation of the execution (content and methods) as well as the vision (goals and philosophy) of the strategy. Applied to curriculum design, this approach suggests that curricula need to have clear goals, intentions, and limits defined at the outset, but that conditions must be created to allow grassroots input, learning, and experimentation. Such a process should identify emergent needs and adapt in real time to respond to these issues. This approach enables innovation and organizational learning.13 Its use has not been described in the faculty development field.

**Background Information**

In this article, I describe how an umbrella strategy informed the relevant, timely, and continuous evolution of the University of Toronto 2004–2006 Education Scholars Program (ESP). The ESP was created in response to a perceived need to address the neglect of education and the advancement of educators in our research-intensive university. Its development was itself part of a strategic plan for a central and coordinated program of faculty development. The ESP is a two-year, half-day-per-week faculty development program for 15 health professions educators of mixed professional backgrounds from the Faculty of Medicine (FoM) that enrolls a new class biannually. The FoM has more than 5,000 full- and part-time faculty members spanning 13 fully affiliated and 13 partially affiliated hospitals in the University of Toronto FoM. Candidates were nominated by their department chairs and selected by a selection committee consisting of the leadership of the ESP and the Centre for Faculty Development. Departments supported participation by providing protected time and tuition support for participants. The umbrella strategy illuminated the development of a strategic process of continuous and iterative feedback that informed curricular evolution in real time. Specific methods were implemented to enable enrolled participants, as they became increasingly aware of and able to articulate their needs, to inform curriculum development by participating in an ongoing feedback process. Using such a strategy in the design of faculty development and continuing medical education programs not only enhances individual and contextual relevance but also participants’ motivation, learning, and self-direction.14,15

Fifteen multiprofessional participants enrolled in the first class of the program in 2004, representing eight clinical departments (six MD, two other health professions). These eight men and seven women had been on faculty for an average of 5.6 years (range: 1–19). Their ranks included seven lecturers and eight assistant professors. Scholars attended 87.54% of all classes (range: 80.43% to 93.17%) during the two years and, according to evaluation data, were extremely satisfied with the program. During the two years of the program, the semiannual program evaluations yielded a 4.3 (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) rating of whether the individual sessions should be repeated for the next cohort (range of average score for each class: 3.6–4.9). Detailed program evaluation findings will be reported in another paper.

**Informing the Curriculum**

In this section, I describe how the umbrella strategy specifically informed the selection of various processes that were used initially or iteratively throughout the ESP to identify emergent needs and perspectives. A broad-based needs assessment at baseline informed the development of the goals for the program, and these goals became the broad vision and boundaries. Subsequent to this, a variety of methods were implemented to solicit input iteratively from participants in order to identify emergent needs, learn, and experiment with evolving the curriculum in a timely way.

**Creating the vision: The umbrella**

In the six months before curriculum implementation, the needs assessment incorporated an environmental scan internally and externally, including review of multiple sources of information as well as interviews with key potential stakeholders and opinion leaders both within and outside the University of Toronto.16–18 The intention of the needs assessment was to identify perceived needs of local leadership and potential participants, understand barriers and enablers of the context, extract best practices, clarify information, and identify key forces and trends. For internal and external data sources, see Table 1.

Accepted applicants were interviewed by the course leadership to discuss their opinions on best practices and to answer questions about unique features and strengths of their programs, as well as challenges and barriers to implementation and sustainability. All interviews were contacted to discuss their opinions on best practices and to answer questions about unique features and strengths of their programs, as well as challenges and barriers to implementation and sustainability. All interviews were manually transcribed by the course director, and predominant themes were summarized at the end of the interview for review by interviewees to ensure accurate representation of their views.
The ESP vision/program goals were threefold: to develop (1) scholarly health professionals with enhanced abilities in teaching, education scholarship and education leadership;23 (2) faculty developers, and (3) a community of practice.24

A core curriculum was defined that provided exposure to key constructs in teaching, education scholarship, and leadership that would span the program’s two years (Table 2). Contributing course activities and requirements were designed to facilitate the integration and application of these constructs into the actual practice contexts of participants. Teaching practica, lectures, workshops, and scholarly project assignments provided scholars with the opportunity to integrate and apply what they were learning in the classes. Apprentice, lecture, project, and reflection discussions as well as written apprentice reports supported the development of faculty development skills, including small-group facilitation and oral and written feedback. In reflection discussions, participants learned to reflect on and deconstruct issues and assumptions in their practices as educators. Dossier and career action plans assisted participants in defining career and leadership goals and plans to achieve them. “Hot topics” classes focused on critical appraisal of selected “hot” literature with an emphasis on discussion of application to practice. At the outset of implementation, the first-term curriculum was defined and a working draft of the second term was in development. The plan was to leave up to half of the topics in the second year for emergent needs that evolved from the first year of the program. By identifying core curriculum goals while reserving curricular space for identifying and addressing emergent needs, we successfully applied the umbrella approach to curriculum planning.

**Methods to enable emergence**

To avoid the traditional time lag between identifying emergent issues and incorporating them into curricula, we developed a number of strategies to solicit input from participants during the two years of the program. These methods were selected on the basis of their practicality, availability, and minimal added burden to the participants and administrators of the course. Students were advised at the outset that in keeping with a learner-centered collaborative program, the course was prepared to

---

**Table 1**

**Sources of an Environmental Scan During Preliminary Needs Assessment for the University of Toronto Education Scholars Program, Toronto, Ontario, 2004**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>External</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information sources</strong></td>
<td><strong>Interviews</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission, vision, values</td>
<td>Dean and four education vice deans of the Faculty of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic promotions manual</td>
<td>Centre for Research in Medical Education director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty development program curricula in the departments of family medicine and internal medicine</td>
<td>Centre for Faculty Development director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre for Faculty Development program curricula</td>
<td>Chairpersons of the departments with existing faculty development programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician leadership program curricula</td>
<td>Directors of existing departmental faculty development programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV review of selected participants</td>
<td>Selected graduates of existing departmental faculty development programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of applicants’ letters of interest</td>
<td>Faculty in the Department of Adult Education and Higher Education in the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education / University of Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online needs survey of all inquirers to program</td>
<td>Education Scholars Program participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsoring chairpersons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsoring clinical chiefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literature on teaching scholars programs, faculty development programs, needs assessment in education, evaluation of faculty development programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harvard medical educator and education leadership curricula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association of American Medical Colleges’ women’s leadership program curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of California–Los Angeles fellowship in medical education curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web sites from five North American Teaching Scholars Programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Similar to other scholar programs, the need to promote the professional development of educators in the health professions in the areas of teaching, education scholarship, and leadership was a priority need of all formal and informal sources.**20–22 A recurrent theme in local leadership interviews was the expectation for participants to be able to provide faculty development in education to their peers through such activities as program development, peer review, and consultations. Additionally, the development of a community of practice of educators emerged as essential to sustaining these geographically distributed participants beyond the duration of the program as well as to promote inter- and intraprofessional collaboration. With such an enormous and distributed faculty, this demand for participants to disseminate what they are learning and to collaborate was not surprising.

The ESP vision/program goals were threefold: to develop (1) scholarly health professional educators with enhanced abilities in teaching, education scholarship and education leadership;23 (2) faculty developers, and (3) a community of practice.24

A core curriculum was defined that provided exposure to key constructs in teaching, education scholarship, and leadership that would span the program’s two years (Table 2). Contributing course activities and requirements were designed to facilitate the integration and application of these constructs into the actual practice contexts of participants. Teaching practica, lectures, workshops, and scholarly project assignments provided scholars with the opportunity to integrate and apply what they were learning in the classes. Apprentice, lecture, project, and reflection discussions as well as written apprentice reports supported the development of faculty development skills, including small-group facilitation and oral and written feedback. In reflection discussions, participants learned to reflect on and deconstruct issues and assumptions in their practices as educators. Dossier and career action plans assisted participants in defining career and leadership goals and plans to achieve them. “Hot topics” classes focused on critical appraisal of selected “hot” literature with an emphasis on discussion of application to practice. At the outset of implementation, the first-term curriculum was defined and a working draft of the second term was in development. The plan was to leave up to half of the topics in the second year for emergent needs that evolved from the first year of the program. By identifying core curriculum goals while reserving curricular space for identifying and addressing emergent needs, we successfully applied the umbrella approach to curriculum planning.

**Methods to enable emergence**

To avoid the traditional time lag between identifying emergent issues and incorporating them into curricula, we developed a number of strategies to solicit input from participants during the two years of the program. These methods were selected on the basis of their practicality, availability, and minimal added burden to the participants and administrators of the course. Students were advised at the outset that in keeping with a learner-centered collaborative program, the course was prepared to
Table 2
The University of Toronto Education Scholars Program Core Curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course goals</th>
<th>Scholarly health professional educators</th>
<th>Faculty developers</th>
<th>Community of practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholarly</td>
<td>Learning climate</td>
<td>Scholarship in education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health professional</td>
<td>Control of session</td>
<td>Teaching perspectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educators</td>
<td>Communication of goals</td>
<td>The reflective practitioner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational prescriptions</td>
<td>Curriculum design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation of students</td>
<td>Identifying need</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of understanding and retention</td>
<td>Defining goals and objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of self-directed learning</td>
<td>Education theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-assessment</td>
<td>Cognitive psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large-group teaching</td>
<td>Student assessment (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small-group teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teaching clinical reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The “problem” student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility is</td>
<td>Dossiers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not possible without formal structured</td>
<td>Promotions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curriculum time allocated to dialogue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>about emerging needs. Therefore, a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of spaces were built into</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curriculum time for discussion of course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issues and participant needs. A half hour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First-year classroom topics

- Teaching on the fly
- Program evaluation
- Problem-based learning
- E-learning (2)
- Educational research
- Mentorship
- Planning your career
- Education leadership
- Interpersonal styles
- Leading high-performing teams
- Negotiations and conflict management
- Vision and strategy
- Learning organization
- Change (2)

Second-year classroom topics

- Teaching practica
- Project discussions
- Apprentice discussions (focus on teacher’s skills)
- Hot topics
- Apprentice discussions (focus on curriculum design)
- Reflection discussions
- Peer consultations
- Scholarly projects
- Lectures
- Peer review
- Workshops
- Class facilitation
- Practica discussions
- Apprentice discussions
- Faculty review
- Preprogram reception
- Course Web site—password protected
- Listserv
- Lunch provided
- 30-minute midclass break
- Holiday game class and social gathering
- Announcements of classmate successes and life events
- Reflection discussions
- Peer mentoring encouraged
- Course leadership in attendance and office hours

Other supporting classroom activities

- Teaching practica
- Project discussions
- Apprentice discussions (focus on teacher’s skills)
- Hot topics
- Apprentice discussions (focus on curriculum design)
- Reflection discussions
- Peer consultations
- Scholarly projects
- Lectures
- Peer review
- Workshops
- Class facilitation
- Practica discussions
- Apprentice discussions
- Faculty review
- Preprogram reception
- Course Web site—password protected
- Listserv
- Lunch provided
- 30-minute midclass break
- Holiday game class and social gathering
- Announcements of classmate successes and life events
- Reflection discussions
- Peer mentoring encouraged
- Course leadership in attendance and office hours

Integrating course assignments

- Reflection papers
- Reflection journal
- Grand rounds presentation
- Scholars' Choice workshop presentation
- Reflection papers
- Reflection journal
- Grand rounds presentation
- Scholars' Choice workshop presentation
- Reflection papers
- Reflection journal
- Grand rounds presentation
- Scholars' Choice workshop presentation
- Reflection papers
- Reflection journal
- Career action plan
- Dossier action plan
- Reflection papers
- Reflection journal
- Apprentice reports for faculty and peers

**Note:**
- The University of Toronto Education Scholars Program Core Curriculum

Facilitate the content and process in response to emergent needs. They were, therefore, encouraged to provide feedback on any issues or needs as they arose. It was apparent that they were pleased with their potential to influence the course design.

**Creating a dialogue space.** Flexibility is not possible without formal structured curriculum time allocated to dialogue about emerging needs. Therefore, a number of spaces were built into curriculum time for discussion of course issues and participant needs. A half hour...
of class time weekly was devoted to “housekeeping” discussions. Both the course director and participants were invited to raise any questions, issues, or business related to the program content, process, and administration and potential responses to the issues. Participants were also invited to meet with or e-mail course leadership outside class time. Participants kept journals on their educator practices throughout the course and brought them to the 12, one-hour classroom reflection discussions. These discussions provided further opportunity to identify shared needs. Participants also raised questions and issues for further learning in the apprentice discussions that followed every class. These discussions involved deconstructing the curriculum design and teaching methods of the preceding class with the intention of critically reflecting on the process as well as crafting a formative feedback report for the faculty member. The course director kept a journal on the course to keep track of emergent issues and themes.

**Class and program evaluations.** In addition, weekly class evaluations solicited information about what could be improved and allowed participants to submit general comments. These evaluations were synthesized and reviewed weekly so that any questions about the results could be discussed in housekeeping time with the class. Semiannual program evaluations inquired about what could be improved and what was missing from the program. Any unclear findings were discussed with the class at the beginning of the following term.

**Reflection papers.** At the end of each term in the first year, students prepared reflection papers that addressed how they were applying the course in their practice. These reflection papers provided course leadership with a window into the challenges and contexts in which participants were translating their knowledge to practice.

**Opinion leader interviews.** The course director met annually with key formal and informal local opinion leaders in health professional education to scan for local preoccupations, driving forces, and trends that they felt should inform the course curriculum.

### Formal needs assessments during the course.

Participants were explicitly informed that curriculum time in the second year had been protected in order to respond to their emerging needs. Attendees participated in three modified Delphi surveys during the two years of the program. The “Wildest Dreams Needs Assessment,” toward the end of the first year of the program, invited participants to identify and rate topics that they would love to have in the second year of the curriculum. At the end of year one, a focus group was conducted and thematically analyzed by an external consultant to provide directors with evaluative feedback and curriculum suggestions. The second Delphi, at the end of the first term of the second year, inquired what they would like to learn in a future career planning session. Toward the end of the final term, the “What Next” Delphi inquired how they would like to stay in touch after the program, and what would facilitate their ongoing development. The results of the final Delphi were then circulated to the class to facilitate a dialogue about their future plans beyond the course (Table 2).

### Curriculum Evolution

These various methods provided course leadership with rich information about how the curriculum needed to evolve in real time during the two years. This section outlines the issues that were identified through this iterative process and how the curriculum continuously adapted in response.

**Strategic venturing in course content and process.**

In this section, the various issues that were identified and responded to are described with attention to how they were identified and the specific modifications that were ventured to the program content and process. Housekeeping and reflection discussions as well as the weekly class evaluations resulted in the identification of the following concerns on the part of participants.

**Teaching methods.** Participants repeatedly emphasized their desire for classroom activities that ensured application of concepts directly to their contexts through exercises, simulations, or discussions of application to practice. The 34 faculty who taught in the program were advised of this desire and assisted in adapting their curriculum designs when indicated.

**Scholarly project challenges.** Scholars reported a variety of challenges in the development and implementation of their projects. More support was needed in ethics submissions and literature searches. Heads of local ethics boards were invited to teach, an ethics submission guide was created for the students, and individual ethics consultations were provided on request by the course administrative team. A session taught by a medical education librarian was arranged in a computer laboratory, where participants were provided with floppy disks linking them to appropriate search tools. The librarian also offered participants follow-up telephone support. A number of participants were provided with readings on focus-group methodology and linked with local experts for advice on this subject area. Project management tools were created to assist them with organization and timelines for their projects.

**The electronic reflection discussions.** In the beginning of the second year, reflection discussions were moved to the electronic discussion board. Participants expressed significant resistance to this learning methodology. Within a few months, participants adapted to the technology and presented a cogent argument to restore these discussions to class time. They decided to forego class time for project work in order to incorporate this adaptation.

**Bring back the apprentice discussions.** The apprentice discussions were only offered in the first year of the curriculum in the interest of managing the workload of the course. In the second year of the program, scholars discussed missing these weekly discussions. They elected to extend class time from 4:30 to 5:00 PM in the second year to enable these discussions to be restored. Because time was protected until 5:00 PM, this did not require any renegotiation of commitments.

**Journaling and the reflection papers.** Semiannual program evaluations and first-year focus groups revealed ambivalence about independent journaling and reflection papers. Subsequently, the class decided that they would like more reflection discussions in class as well as protected time to journal in class.
Emergent topics. Local educational opinion leaders’ views centered around the following themes: interprofessional education, simulations, use of technology for teaching, and increasing enrollment of students. The results of all three Delphi surveys showing the top 15 topics are indicated in List 1. Beyond the predetermined second-year core curriculum and the emergent issues previously described, the remaining curriculum time was informed by the first-year Delphi survey, opinion leader interviews, trends in the literature, as well as unique strengths of local and visiting faculty. These topics were primarily distributed among the scholars’ choice workshops and hot topics classes (List 2). Writing for publication was felt to be more appropriate for an alumni program.

Strategic learning about course goals and philosophy

Housekeeping discussions, reflection papers, term evaluations, and focus groups indicated that participants experienced the course as a safe, supportive, and mentoring environment. They noted that they had not experienced the level of trust and comfort in being able to talk about issues of mutual interest anywhere else in their careers. The strong mentoring and advising feature of the program had not been intended. The goal of the development of a community of practice within the class was affirmed by the program evaluations and focus groups. An unexpected

List 1
Top 15 Results of Three Delphi Surveys of University of Toronto Education Scholar Program Participants, 2004–2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Education leadership&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• How to pace your career&lt;sup&gt;†&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Consultation with each other</td>
<td>• Access to consultations/advice/mentoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Remediation</td>
<td>• Career options for educators&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Collaboration in projects/programs</td>
<td>• Access to center resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creativity and innovation</td>
<td>• Marketing yourself&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Idea development</td>
<td>• Help in locating scholarship support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluating student performance&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Assessing opportunities&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Access to identified experts</td>
<td>• Access to course past and future course Web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teaching IPC</td>
<td>• Negotiating protected time</td>
<td>• Mutual support</td>
<td>• Receive info about faculty development opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chairing meetings</td>
<td>• Managing your boss&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Access to mentors</td>
<td>• Continued access to faculty and mentors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Writing for publication</td>
<td>• Work/life balance&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Peer education</td>
<td>• Access to listserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Educational change/curriculum innovation&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Resources for success</td>
<td>• Ongoing reflection</td>
<td>• Status appointment to center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Career development as an educator&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Interviewing for a position</td>
<td>• Communication regarding each others’ career activities</td>
<td>• Connection with future participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Faculty development in teaching&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Keeping educational profile up to date&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Networking</td>
<td>• Alumni meetings at conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Negotiation and conflict management&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Career plans&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Help identifying research support</td>
<td>• Access to group workspace on Web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Role-play techniques</td>
<td>• Timelines&lt;sup&gt;‡&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Maintain personal contacts</td>
<td>• Newsletter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More education theory</td>
<td>• Choosing and supporting staff</td>
<td>• Opportunities to invite each other</td>
<td>• Access to discussion board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mentorship&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Helping others develop their careers</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Social gatherings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Generational differences</td>
<td>• Retiring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>*</sup> Already identified for second-year core curriculum.
<sup>†</sup> Incorporated into career planning class.

List 2
University of Toronto Education Scholars Program Second-Year Topics Informed by Needs Assessment, 2004–2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholars’ Choice workshops</th>
<th>Hot topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Creativity and innovation</td>
<td>• The myth of the adult learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Role-play methods and techniques</td>
<td>• Boundaries in teacher–student relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interprofessional education</td>
<td>• Best evidence medical education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Remediation of students</td>
<td>• Gen X, Y, and millennials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Education theory</td>
<td>• Transformational unlearning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simulations</td>
<td>• Arts and health professional education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Politics of education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
outcome was that participants also felt connected to and a part of a greater community of practice of educators beyond the course. The mentoring and advising as well as connection to the greater community of educators have now become explicit aspects of the course goals and philosophy.

Discussion

The use of an umbrella strategy illuminated an iterative methodology for continuous adaptation of a faculty development curriculum in real time to emergent needs. Andragogy, constructivism, and self-directed learning principles suggest that such a student-centered and collaborative process is likely to be motivating and engaging to adult learners.26 It was apparent throughout the course that participants welcomed the opportunity to contribute to curriculum evolution. When given the opportunity to communicate their needs in an iterative way, course participation increased their awareness and ability to articulate ideas and concerns about relevant curricular topics and methods. Ensuring that curriculum time was available to respond to these emergent needs was critical to real-time adaptation. This builds on the work of Mintzberg,27 who describes creating a white space in the curriculum that is unstructured and can be filled in by the learners. Consistent with Patton’s28 recommendations, evaluators worked closely with stakeholders’ key questions and issues and involved them in the interpretation of the findings. Westley et al29 have proposed that this type of partnering for developmental evaluation is critical to nurturing the exploration and adaptation essential to innovation. This work distinguishes itself in that the participants are empowered to adjust the curriculum in collaboration with the course leadership in real time rather than feeding findings back into curriculum development after the cohort has completed the program.

An umbrella strategy recognizes the need to develop methods that define the boundaries and core curriculum and that enable curricular emergence based on participant and stakeholder experience. This approach could be of particular value with a mixed professional group of students whose shared needs cannot be comprehensively anticipated. An iterative approach to identify emergent opportunities and adjustments must be combined with a flexible course leadership and protected class time for venturing.

This methodology can be applied to a faculty development or continuing education program of larger size or shorter duration, although the choice of specific needs assessment methods must be context specific. In general, class, Delphi, and module evaluations were quick, simple, and easy methods to anonymously identify emergent needs. Creativity is required in considering how to create a safe dialogue space in class or electronically, and this will vary according to size, frequency, and preferred classroom methods.

The notion of curriculum design in faculty development as a planned strategy limits the ability of curriculum planners to adapt their curricula once implemented. Applying an umbrella strategy helps faculty and professional developers to construct intentionally an iterative needs assessment program with curricular space and flexibility to respond to the individual and contextual needs of the learners. This strategy marries the need to define a core curriculum with a process of collaboratively engaging learners in iterative identification of emergent needs and creatively evolving program content and process. Formal and informal scanning within the program as well as externally can provide course directors with important direction regarding relevant and timely curriculum adjustments as well as motivating and engaging participants. Although this does require some additional work on the part of course directors, it is well worth it to reap the benefit of highly engaged and interested learners.
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Teaching and Learning Moments

Not So Black and White After All

Most concepts within early medical education are presented in black and white, a dichotomy that assumes a definitively correct and incorrect decision at each crossroad. On tests and board exams we are rewarded for memorizing the knee-jerk associations: Diabetic? Give ACE-inhibitors. Isoniazid treatment? Supplement with vitamin B6. Roth spots? Think bacterial endocarditis. As we move to the wards, we find residents and attending physicians alike enjoying the game of extracting knowledge, pimply us for factoids and giving a pat on the back when we deliver. We are praised when our plans are decisive, as one attending put it: “It’s better to be certainly wrong than uncertain!” So we rejoice for the patient plans that fit the mold—penicillin for the child with strep throat, yearly mammograms for a 50 year-old woman, an SSRI as a first-line agent for depression. Clear-cut answers for clear-cut questions. The thinker in us must give way to the doer, because after all, only one correct decision can be reached and action must be taken, or so it seems.

In the midst of this “reflexive” medicine that we are taught and see during our clinical clerkships, it is easy to come under the false belief that the practice of medicine is not the “thinking man’s game” some of us imagined. Has the fierce debate surrounding the “best plan of action” given way to a system that demands that some plan, any plan, be implemented and implemented quickly?

In a recent evidence-based medicine conference, two of our school’s experts, a seasoned geriatrician and a neurologist specializing in memory and cognitive disorders, debated the merit of pharmacotherapy in treating dementia. Each came to the conference armed with their stack of recent literature and bolstered by their own clinical experiences.

The first to present, the geriatrician, confidently made his case that the data did not support use of the therapy in question in our patient with dementia. His case was convincing.

The neurologist disagreed, stating that drug therapy was indeed indicated in dementia. He based his argument on a reinterpretation of the same data and, more importantly, his own clinical experience. Again, the case was convincing.

“I’ve seen it work. . . . My patients get better!” he said.

“But the data don’t support it,” the geriatrician returned.

As the conference continued and the conversation intensified, it became clear that what was being debated was more than the simple utility of a specific drug for dementia. They were debating methods of “doctoring,” vying for the philosophical allegiance of the young doctors-to-be. To be sure, both relied on evidence, but the synthesis of evidence with their experiences differed. One relied almost entirely upon the clinical trial data while the other tempered this evidence with that of clinical experience . . . and both were convincing. But who was correct? They offered different methods, each with merit, for clinical decision making, and were encouraging us to follow them.

The disagreement was refreshing. It served as a welcome reminder to us and our classmates that medicine, at its core, is not reflexive, not algorithmic, not black and white. Instead it is the debate between reasonable options that drives our patient care and determines the types of physicians we are to become.

When we walked out of the conference, we had not gotten a single “correct” answer to the question of whether pharmacotherapy was appropriate for our demented patients. We will have to decide that for ourselves as we interact with our patients. But this much is certain: regardless of the answer, the decision is worth taking the time to think about.
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